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Abstract
Background Natural killer cells are innate cytotoxic lymphocytes that play an important role in the anti-tumor immune response. However, in the
microenvironment of solid tumors, the effector functions of NK cells are often impaired by the induction of immune checkpoint inhibitors, including PD-1.

Methods: In this study, we conducted a two-phase study treating advanced solid patients with NK cell therapy (phase 1) or NK and anti-PD-1 inhibitor,
pembrolizumab (phase 2).

Results: After treatment, only 3 of 9 patients achieved stable disease after accepting NK cell therapy in the phase 1 study. While in the phase 2 study, 4
patients achieved stable diseases and 1 patient achieved partial response. Remarkably, no severe adverse event was observed in patients treated by NK cell
and pembrolizumab combination therapy.

Conclusion: The results in our study indicated that immune combination therapy with NK cell and pembrolizumab might be a promising and safe
approaches to treating advanced solid tumors.

Background
Nowadays, tumor immunotherapy has shown great promise in treating solid and hematological malignancies (1). Among those modalities, immune
checkpoint blockade therapies and chimeric antigen receptor T cell (CAR-T) therapy have demonstrated unprecedented clinical success (2). However, as an
indispensable part of tumor immunotherapy, natural killer (NK) cell therapy has not yet achieved the same degree of clinical success.

NK cells play a signi�cant role in the innate immune surveillance because of their ability to kill infected cells and tumor cells without the need of MHC
molecules (main histocompatibility complex) (3). As found in T cells, multiple activating receptors and inhibitory receptors are also expressed on the
surfaces of NK cells. The activation and function of NK cells rely on a balance between signaling from those inhibitory and activating receptors (4, 5).
However, there are increasing data indicating that chronic infection or the inhibitory tumor micro environment (TME) can up-regulate inhibitory receptors on
the surfaces of NK cells, such as NKG2A, PD-1, TIM-3 and TIGIT (6, 7). Signals from these inhibitory receptor, severely depress the activation and effector
function of NK cells, eventually result in the exhaustion of NK cells (5, 8). This might be the major reason of the limited e�cacy of NK cell therapy in treating
malignant tumors. 

Although it was initially thought that blocking PD-1/PD-L1 axis with PD-1 or PD-L1 antibodies would only rescue the T cell response, it is now becoming
clear that NK cell responses may also be potentiated through this strategy (9). Besides, another research carried out by Barry KC found that NK cells could
increase the responsiveness of patients to anti-PD-1 immunotherapy, through the production of Fms-related tyrosine kinase 3 ligand (FLT3LG) in tumor (10).
Therefore, it is important and necessary to investigate the anti-tumor e�cacy of the combined therapy of the checkpoint blockade and NK cells in treating
patients with malignant tumor.

Methods
Study design

This clinical trial was an investigator-initiated clinical study approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of the Southwest Hospital of Third Military
Medical University (Chongqing, China) and all patients signed informed consents. The study was performed according to the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki. All patients or their guardians provided written informed consent before they were recruited into this study. One course of infusion was de�ned as a
round of NK and/or Keytruda administration. Follow-up tests including tumor imaging and blood tests were conducted every month during the �rst 3
months, every 2 months during the next 6 months, and every 3 months afterwards. Patients who were response-evaluable must accept at least two courses
of infusion, and did not accept other anti-tumor therapy during the study period. In this study, there was a general procedure for the treatment of each
patient (Figure 1A and B). The �rst group patients received traditional NK cell therapy; the second group patients received NK cell and Pembrolizumab
(Keytruda) therapy. Basic laboratory and radiological tests were administrated to judge whether the patient �t the enrollment criteria and gave the baseline
disease characteristics of each patient. 

Patient eligibility

Eligibility criteria included patients with advanced cancer who were resistant to standard therapy, had a Karnofsky performance status (KPS)>60 and
adequate organ function (Aspartate transaminase/Alanine transaminase <5 times upper limits of the normal level, creatinine <2 mg/dL or calculated
creatinine clearance >50 ml/min platelet >80×109/L, hemoglobin >100 g/L and an absolute neutrophil count >1×109/L). Corticosteroids and
immunosuppressive medications were not administrated for at least 3 weeks prior to this study entry. All patients in this study had failed at prior therapies
and were in the advanced stage ( a to ) for current tumor disease. 

The generation and expansion of NK cells

NK cells were generated and expanded on the basis of pre-established procedures. Brie�y, human PBMCs were cultured in a medium which was coated by
NK cell activating cytokines. IL-2 (Satellite Pharmacy, Inc) and self-serum were added into this medium. About 14-18 days were needed to obtain enough NK
cells for clinical infusion. Before infusion, the phenotypes of NK cells, including the percentage of CD3+ and CD56+ cells, were calculated by �ow cytometry
to assess the quality of these cells. 
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Laboratory and radiological tests

Laboratory tests, including routing blood analysis, liver function examination, renal function examination, C-reactive protein (CRP) and tumor markers, were
administrated during the treatment and follow-up periods. 

CT, MRI or PET-CT was conducted for direct assessment of the tumor numbers and volumes before and after this treatment. The speci�c radiological
method was chosen according to the disease characteristics and economy status of patients.

Results
Patient characteristics

From September 2016 to June 2019, 14 patients with advanced solid tumors (5 breast cancer, 3 NSCLC, 2 colorectal cancer, 1 ovarian cancer, 1 esophageal
cancer, 1 soft tissue sarcoma, 1 pancreatic cancer) were included in this study, the median age of these patients was 55 (ranging from 45 to 82) years old.
Previously, all these patients had received several cycles of standard therapies, including surgical resection, traditional chemotherapy, radiotherapy and
immune therapy. 

In the �rst phase of this study, 9 patients received NK cell therapy, and all of them completed at least 2 courses of infusion (4 completed a full cycle of
infusion, 2 received multi-cycle infusions, 3 patients received 2 or 3 courses of infusion). The median dose of NK cells was 10.6×109 cells.

In the second phase, 5 patients received NK cell and Keytruda therapy. Among them, 3 patients (P10, P11 and P12) received 2 cycles of infusions and 2
patient (P13 and P14) received 2 courses of infusion. The median dose of NK cells was 10.9×109 cells. The Keytruda was administrated at 200 mg each
course for adult patients. The speci�c details were provided in the Table 1.

As shown in Figure 1C, the major phonotype of NK cells was CD3-CD56+, which was signi�cant higher than the percentage of CD3+CD56- and CD3+CD56+
cells (median, 72.6% vs. 17.5% and 9.4%, P< 0.0001).

Clinical outcomes

In the �rst phase, 3 of 9 patients achieved a stable disease (SD) 4 weeks after NK cell therapy; 5 patients experienced progressive disease (PD) after
treatment; 1 patient (P4) was response non-evaluable (NE) as he refused to accept the second course of infusion and withdraw from the study. Among the 3
patients who achieved SD after treatment, P2 was a 64 years old man with a diagnosis of esophageal cancer (stage b) accompanying lymph nodes and
left pleura metastasis. After infusion of 2 courses of NK cells, the tumor remained the primary size for 4 weeks detected by CT and ultrasound test. Besides,
the tumor makers (CA-199 and CA-242) had a signi�cant decrease after treatment. Especially, the CA-242 evidently decreased from over 200 KU/L to 143
KU/L 4 weeks after infusion (Figure 2A and B). For patient 7 who was diagnosed as soft tissue sarcoma with lung and colon metastasis, a stable disease
was achieved after treatment. As shown in Figure 3A and B, the lung metastasis remained the primary size 4 weeks after NK cells infusion. For 2 patients
(P8 and P9) with advanced breast cancer, 3 and 2 cycles of infusion were conducted in them respectively. For patient 8, she had a stable disease after each
cycle of infusion, and this SD remained for about 8 weeks after treatment. However, for patient 9, the disease had a signi�cant progression after 2 cycles of
infusion, and the patient �nally died of it.

In the second stage of this study, 5 patients received NK cell and Keytruda therapy, and 1 of them (P12) achieved partial remission (PR), 4 patients (P10,
P11, P13 and P14) achieved SD after treatment. For patient 10, she had received anti-CEA chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell therapy for
refractory/relapsed rectal cancer 4 months ago, and a stable disease was achieved after CAR-T. However, the disease had a progression 2 months after
CAR-T therapy and this patients turned to this study accepting NK and Keytruda treatment. After 2 cycles of treatment, her tumor remained stable, the
metastasis in the lung was no longer progressed (Figure 3C and D). Patient 11 was diagnosed as stage  NSCLC with lymph nodes and spine metastasis,
receiving 2 cycles of NK and Keytruda treatment. As shown in Figure 2C-F, although the tumor markers had some slight �uctuations after treatment, they still
remained at the normal range. The metastasis in the spine was no longer progressed and remained stable for 4 months after treatment (Figure 3E-H). 

For patient 12, he was diagnosed as NSCLC (stage ) with metastases in the lymph nodes, bone and brain, and accepted anti-CEA CAR-T cell therapy 5
months before this study. After CAR-T, his disease remained stable for about 3 months but rapidly progressed afterwards. In this study, he accepted 2 cycles
of NK and Keytruda treatment. Surprisingly, levels of the tumor markers including CA-125, CA-199, CA-242 and CEA had an evident decrease after 2 cycles of
infusion (Figure 2G-J). Besides, the primary lesions in the lungs showed apparent attenuation and almost disappeared after treatment (Figure 4). 

Toxicities

In the NK cell group, all fusions of NK cells were well tolerated by all patients. The mild fever was the most common adverse event observed in this group,
and only one patient (P8) experienced high fever (>39℃). All symptoms were quickly relieved after conventional treatments. 

In the NK cell and Keytruda group, the degree of adverse events was relatively more serious than that in NK cell group. 4 patients (P10, P11, P12 and P14)
experienced mild to moderate fever and chills after infusion, especially after Keytruda administration. Besides, mild local erythroderma (grade 1) was
observed after Keytruda administration in P11 and P12, which was relieved after symptomatic treatments and did not have a negative effect on the overall
treatment schedule in this study. No obvious adverse event was observed in P13. 

Discussion
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NK cells were the �rst subtype of innate lymphoid cells to be identi�ed and can respond to virally infected and cancerous cells without the restriction of
MHC molecules. However, NK cell function is often impaired during the process of tumor progression and development. Numbers of NK cell in�ltrating into
tumor sites are usually decreased and the cell function and activation are severely inhibited (5). Decreased NK cell cytolytic activity and cytokine secretion
promote the progression and metastasis of tumors. In various cancers, the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment alters the balance between
activating receptors and inhibitory receptors on NK cells, through downregulating activating receptors and upregulating inhibitory receptors, including PD-1,
TIM-3, LAG-3 and TIGIT (11). The interaction between checkpoint receptors and their respective ligands plays the major role in contributing to the NK cell
dysfunction (12). Therefore, it is necessary and promising to combine NK cell therapy with anti-PD-1 blockade therapy in treating patients with advanced
tumors.

  Although single immunotherapy, particularly immune checkpoint inhibitors or immune cells therapy, has demonstrated marked success in improving the
survival of patients with advanced malignancy, the response rates are still limited until now (13, 14). Many patients do not respond to or even develop
resistance to these therapeutic approaches. It is likely that interrupting a single checkpoint or infusing a single type of immune cells is not enough to recover
the function of immune systems, and some cancers may develop primary or acquired resistance to these therapies in a short period (15, 16). Combined
immunotherapies might be an effective approaches to overcome this resistance, enhance the anti-tumor e�cacy and increase the response rates. A prime
example of combination immune therapy is the use of combined therapy with blocking antibodies against CTLA-4 and PD-1, which results in signi�cantly
higher response rates and improved survival in patients with metastatic melanoma (17, 18). Other strategies combining immune modulation of the tumor
microenvironment with immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy are currently being tested in clinical trials (19). Besides, vaccine strategies against identi�ed
neoantigen epitopes are also being combined with immunotherapeutic approaches, though relative data are not available now. In this study, we found that
NK cell and anti-PD-1 combination therapy showed superior anti-tumor activities than single NK cell or anti-PD-1 therapy in treating advanced solid tumors.
Among 5 patients accepting NK cell and anti-PD-1 combination therapy, all of them had previously accepted several doses of Keytruda, a PD-1 inhibitor,
while no obvious e�cacy was achieved after Keytruda treatment. 

  However, it is believed that combined immune therapy is associated with an increased risk of some immune related adverse events (20). For example,
patients who accepted anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA-4 combination therapy developed more severe adverse events than single therapy (21). In this study, we
found that NK cell and anti-PD-1 combination therapy did not increase organ toxicities, compared to traditional NK cell therapy. 

Conclusion
We primarily showed that NK cell and anti-PD-1 combination therapy could be a promising and safe approach to treating patients with advanced solid
tumors, and it is worth expanding the sample sizes to further verify the e�cacy and safety of this therapy.
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TME: tumor micro environment; KIRs: killer immunoglobulin-like receptors; PD-1: Programmed Death 1; PD-L1:       Programmed Death Ligand 1; FLT3LG:
Fms-related tyrosine kinase 3 ligand; IRB: institutional review board; CRP: C-reactive protein; NSCLC: non-small cell lung cancer; SD: stable disease; PD:
progressive disease.
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Patient Gender Age Diagnosis Stage Metastasis Prior therapy Current
therapy

Keytruda
dose
(mg)

Total
NK
cells
(109)

Outcome

P1 F 45 Ovarian
cancer

LNs; Liver Radical resection of ovarian
cancer; Cis-platinum+paclitaxel;
Carboplatin+
cyclophosphamide+pharmorubicin
+bevacizumab

NK / 7.8 PD

P2 M 64 Esophageal
cancer

b LNs; Left
pleura

Radical resection of esophageal
cancer;
Oxaliplatin+Tegafur,Gimeracil and
Oteracil Porassium

NK / 3.7 SD

P3 F 60 Breast
cancer

LNs; Left
wall of the
chest; Left
arm

TE; Modi�ed mastectomy of left
breast; Letrozole; Gemcitabine
+xeloda;     Paclitaxel+carboplatin

NK / 10.3 PD

P4 F 47 Breast
cancer

LNs; Bone Docetaxel+Epirubicin; Modi�ed
mastectomy of right breast;    
Docetaxel+Capecitabine; DC-CIK;

NK / 4 NE

P5 M 69 NSCLC a LNs; Left
back

Left pneumonectomy;
Paclitaxel+Nedaplatin

NK / 9.1 PD

P6 F 65 Breast
cancer

LNs; Bone Modi�ed mastectomy of left
breast; Letrozole; Gemcitabine
+xeloda;

NK / 15.5 PD

P7 F 82 Soft tissue
sarcoma

Lung;
Colon

Mass resection (right leg+colon); I-
125 implantation

NK / 10.9 SD

P8-1 F 51 Breast
cancer

LNs; Right
wall of the
chest; Left
breast

Docetaxel+Epirubicin; Modi�ed
mastectomy of right breast;
Herceptin;
Gemcitabine+Capecitabine

NK / 11.5 SD

P8-2 NK / 20.2 SD

P8-3 NK / 21 SD

P9-1 F 47 Breast
cancer

LNs; Right
wall of the
chest;

Modi�ed mastectomy of right
breast; AC-T; Tamoxifen; Letrozole;
Paclitaxel+carboplatin

NK / 9.4  

PD

P10-1 F 53 Rectal
cancer

LNs; Lung Radical resection; FOLFOX;
Endostar;
 FOLFIRI; RFA; Keytruda; CAR-T

NK+Keytruda 600 10.4 SD

SDP10-2 600 9.9

P11-1 M 51 NSCLC LNs; Bone pulmonary lobectomy; TP,Tarceva;
Iodine seeds implantation;
Keytruda

NK+Keytruda 600 10.5 SD

SDP11-2 600 11.3

P12-1 M 46 NSCLC LNs; Bone;
Brain

pulmonary lobectomy; GL,DC;
Bevacizumab;
 Temozolomide; Iodine seeds
implantation; Keytruda; CAR-T

NK+Keytruda 600 14.4 PR

P12-2 600 12.1 PR

P13 F 71 Pancreatic
cancer

LNs; Liver Tegafur,Gimeracil and Oteracil
Porassium; Keytruda

NK+Keytruda 400 6.9 SD

P14 M 57 Colon
cancer

LNs; Liver;
Lung

XE-LOX; XE-LOX+Bevacizumab
Capecitabine+ Bevacizumab ;
Keytruda; Stivarga+ Irinotecan

NK+Keytruda 400 13.2 SD

Figures

Figure 1
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The schema diagram of this study and the phenotypes of infused NK cells. (A) The infusion schema of NK cells in the phase 1 study. (B) The infusion
schema of NK cells and Keytruda in the phase 2 study. (C) The phenotypes of NK cells used in the study.

Figure 2

The dynamics of tumor bio-markers in 3 patients after treatment. (A-B) The dynamics of CA199 and CA242 in patient 2 after accepting NK cell therapy. (C-E)
The dynamics of CA125, CA199, CA242 and CEA in patient 11 after accepting NK and Keytruda therapy. (G-J) The dynamics of CA125, CA199, CA242 and
CEA in patient 11 after accepting NK and Keytruda therapy.

Figure 3

The imaging features of tumors in 3 patients who achieved SD after therapy. (A-B) The dynamics of tumor size in the lung before and after therapy in
patient 7. (C-D) The dynamics of tumor size in the lung before and after therapy in patient 10. (E-H) The dynamics of tumor size in the spine before and after
therapy (1,2 and 4 months) in patient 11.

Figure 4
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The imaging features of tumors in patient 12 who achieved PR after NK and Keytruda therapy. (A-D) The dynamics of tumor size in the lung before and after
therapy (1,2 and 4 months) in patient 12.


